
MATH 181, Class Work 10, Professor Susan Sun Nunamaker

Due Date: May 18, 2006

Student’s Name:______________

#1.  Determine whether a scalar or a vector is described:

A.  Jenny traveled 500 km.

B.  Johnny traveled 480 km to the northwest.

C.  A small craft warning reports winds out of the east at 35 mi/h.

D.  A bullet hits a wall at a speed of 400 ft/s.

E.  The wind is blowing 20 mi/h toward north.

#2.  Find the vector sums and differences of given vectors by means of diagrams:

(Diagrams will be provided in class)

A.  A+B                            B.  C+D                  C.  A+C+E

D.  2C+D                          E.  3C-E

#3.  A ship travels 20 km in a direction 30° south of east and then turns due south for another

40 km.  What is the ship’s displacement from its initial position?
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#4. Find the resultant of  lift and drag acting on the airplane wing (lift = 820 lb, drag = 315 lb)

#5. Find the x- and y-components of the given vector by use of the trigonometric functions:

A.  Magnitude 9502, q = °200

B.  Magnitude 9.02, q = °2732.

C.  Magnitude 0.8724, q = °225.

D.  Magnitude 1.806, q = °3016.

E.  Magnitude 200.2, q = °5603.

#6.   Two upward forces are acting on a bolt.  One force of 60.8 lb acts at an angle of 80.4°

above the horizontal, and the other force of 42.3 lb acts at an angle of  50.5° below the

first force.  What is the total upward force on the bolt?

#7.  A jet is 150 km at a position 45.5° north of east of a city.  What are the components of

the jet’s displacement from the city?
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#8.  Vectors A and B at right angles.  Find the magnitude and direction  (the angle from

vector A) of the resultant.

A.  A = 14.8,  B = 18.2                B.  A = 584, B = 184

C.  A = 3.084, B = 6.782              D.  A = 1682, B = 3210

E.  A = 1.246, B = 2.678

#9.  With the given sets of  components, find R and q:

A. R Rx y= =518 856. , . B. R Rx y= - =0982 262. , .

C. R Rx y= - = -628 724, D. R Rx y= = -260 154,

#10. Add the given vectors by using trigonometric functions and the Pythagorean theorem.

A.  A=154, q qA BB= ° = = °900 128 430. , , .

B. A BA B= = ° = = °689 1230 290 2600. , . , . , .q q
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